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Man-made
wall in Willow Creek?
Minihydropower plant proposal brings
about environmental, energy concerns.
.
BY WENDY LAUTNER.......s0scsrsssssersasersrsecerseees &

Valentine’s Day is Thursday
Suggestions for the numerous last-minute,
clueless planners of romance. |
BY DANIEL BLAINE...........cescosessssccesessssesesee
14
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Mailing address: NHE #6, Arcata, CA 95521

Men’s basketball dunks three games
The ‘Jacks move up to No.6 in rankings,
head to Alaska for weekend games.
BY SARAH FINNEY.......ccscessessssesssssssssensesssees 21
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Infrastructure project nears comple tion:

Project manager hopes to be finished by the end of the semester
sy

Mazar

Lovavico

LUMBERJACK STAFF

he air is thick with
dust, and behind a
fence, orange-vested
workers are busily digging

while taking into consideration the safety and concerns
of everyone else.
“It’s a balancing act of trying to keep pedestrians and

surrounding classes happy,
while at the same time seeing

away in trenches alongside the

to it that the contractor continues to progress and fin-

loud grind of machinery.

ish,” he said.

Just a few feet away, students
in the library are studying
while trying to block out the
commotion outside.
HSU’s $16.4 million infra-

structure improvement project
causes a difficult situation.
“We’re almost done, so we

ask that everyone please be patient with us,” said project
manager Richard Culp.

With two-thirds of the work
completed, the project has hit
its final stretch, having moved
northward past the Van Duzer
Theatre and making its way
past the Library and Siemens

Hall.
In the months ahead, the
trenching will continue past

the Student Health Center before proceeding alongside Red-

wood Hall.
“The worst is behind us, but
this is the toughest in regards
to dealing with more numbers

of pedestrians,” Culp said.
Operationsto upgrade the
campus’ underground systems

began on Jan. 16, 2000.
With its July 17 deadline ap-

‘ proaching, Culp said he is trying to make sure work is completed in a timely manner,

The contractor, Mallicraft,
Inc., can be fined $5,000 for every day past the deadline.
That is something Culp said
he aims to avoid.
However, delays can slow
the process.

The operation sometimes
runs into unknown underground obstacles, such as:
abandoned pipes and gas
lines, when the project must
adjust designs, he said.
The project management
team must also deal with
other precautionary steps

before progressing with operations.
A traffic plan of proposed
work is run by public safety
and the fire department and
_is reviewed for parking and
emergency access.

_ Safety and accessibility are
major priorities of the proceedings in the project, Culp
said. Despite the provisions,

some students find the work
annoying and disruptive.
“It just drags on and on,”
said Brian Janes, a senior in

forestry resources and management. “And it seems like

Fences and the rerouting of pedestrian walkways have been a day-to-day obstacle

since infrastructure began in Janaury 2000.
they're cutting off more pedes-

trian accesses than they should.”

gas lines.
The water system was a se-

ries of rusted, leaky pipes that
required continual maintetrenches and the noise can be a
nance, while the electrical lines
hassle; Culp said the project is
prevented the university from
necessary and beneficial in the
advancing
technologically.
long run.
The gas system needed an up“This is necessary if we’re gograde
to create more energy
ing to have a campus that’s going
conservation, he said.
to expand and grow. The previous
By the time the project is
system did not have the capacity .
over, HSU is set to have a more
to do that,” he said.
efficient
infrastructure system
Culp said, before work began,
with 38 miles of piping and wirthe university’s underground ining, conduit, new water lines,
frastructure utilities system connew sewer pipe, storm drain resisted of an antiquated water sysAlthough

he

admits

the

tem and outdated electrical and

placement,

irrigation piping

and a new gas pipe, Culp said.
Other perks include new
street and stadium lighting,
new security lighting, 25

closed- circuit security TV cameras, reconstructed stairways
_ and a softball field next to Redwood Bowl.

Culp sdid he understands
that the 30-month project may
have frustrated many people.
“We have one more semester

left of this,” he said. “I ask everyone to please be patient and
bear with us, and you'll have
something that should last a
lifetime.”

No leads yet on sexual assault case
sy Launa TANKERSLEY

behind the University Center
when two men assaulted her.

CAMPUS EDITOR

The victim was grabbed inappropriately, resulting in the

female HSU student
was
sexually
as-

saulted at approximately 5:30 p.m. on Jan. 22.
UPD has evaluated some subjects with some resemblance to

the descriptions, but they were
determined not to be potential
suspects.

case being investigated as a
sexual assault, Kearns said.

The case is also being treated
of the
as a hate crime because

comments made during the assault,

which

were

gender-

based.
“Often when people hear the

word ‘hate crime’ they associUPD has remained in contact
ate it with race, but this had
with the victim, and the investito do with race,”
' Kearns ald
gation remains active.

The suspects are two white
males believed to be between
the ages of 18 and 20.
One of the suspects had no
facial hair, was wearinga black

sweatshirt, dark pants and a
dark baseball cap with the

Tazmanian Devil character. :

The second suspect also had
no facial hair, had short dark
brown hair cut close to his ears,

and was wearing a dark blue
swéatshirt with a zippered
front and hood.
Anyous banger
ene
thisc
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PD clips

valentine,

Touch it softly...

kame sutna |

products

to burn in the vicinity of Gist
Hall, the Library, the Van Duzer
Theatre and Siemens Hall. An
Environmental Sciences ema
or
ployee responded.
The cause of the odor was unknown.

Saturday, Feb. 2
8 p.m. Officers stood by with

a 12-year-old who was having
difficulty breathing after running into a wall while playing
basketball in Forbes Complex.
An ambulance was dispatched and the child’s guard‘jan was located. The juvenile
_ was transported
to Mad. River

Wednesday, Feb.6
3p.m. A child came into UPD

after being dropped off by an

ee es
Oe

Community Hospital.

eager-to-depart parent for a
class that was not being held.

Monday, Feb.4
‘
9:55 a.m. Someone reported
damaged office chair in Si-

10:31 p.m. Problems with the

emens Hall Room 1. An officer

residence hall phone system

investigated and determined it

were reported. Emergency 911

calls were routed to the Arcata

was not intentionally damaged.

Police Department until a Pacific Bell technician arrived
and fixed the problem.

Tuesday, Feb. 5
3:39 p.m. A man asking for
money in the Library basement
thought his displayed stamp
collection should be incentive
enough for dona-

Thursday, Feb. 7
12:08 p.m. The cause of the
campuswide power outage is

_ unknown.

tions.

6:13 p.m. Officers responded

4:50 p.m. There

were several reports of a chemical
smell causing eyes

Group. This group will help students understand and
depression.
deal with sympoftoms

OROUP =A 4 week general
SURINK FREE RAP COUNSELING
counseling group for students whose concerns might best

be met by group rather than individual counseling. This

group will be based on student concerns, and may consist
.
psychoeducati
,on.
andback
of support, feed

your
violence in d
CVELE = Have you experience
ING
OREANTHE
relationship? Physical, sexual, emotional and mental abuse are
never okay, but when you love someone who is hurting you it can

to a noninjury collision between a state vehicle and a bi-.
cycle. There was property damage to the bicycle.

This Beek

10:36 p.m. A beeping
noise was reported coming from the construc-

0
s
ong Tally ~ rir cans

tion area west of Gist

This Semester

Hall. An officer turned
off a lever to a backhoe,
and the beeping ceased.

be hard to know what to do. This group is for people who are
concerned about violence in their relationships.
WEALING ROOM

A 10-12 week group. Learn survival skills for

healing after sexual assault or abuse.
PARENTS SUPPORT

Being
a parent AND being in college yourself

_can be stressful. Meet others who are dealing with similar issues.
Get educated, supported and nurtured about the unique challenges
we face dealing with parenting, family and other issues..
CET'S TALK ABOUT SEXCUALITY)

This group is for students

and
who identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender
for those who are in the process of thinking about (or
their sexuality and would like a safe place to talk.
questioning)

These groups will begin the week of February 18th, 2002.
To sign up for any of these groups come te Counseling

Center
Health l
gica
Services, Student
and Psycholo

WED

Warm Winter
SALE!
McKinleyville Shopping Center

mae
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Christensen encouraged fund raising for private
HSU.
support during his 21 yeaatrs

Don Christensen retires
Vice president's career comes to a close

py Haze: Looavico

‘support.
2

LUMBERJACK STAFF

fter 21 years at HSU,

vice presidentof development and administrative services, Don
Christensen, has decided to
in his life,
turn another chapter
this one entitled “retirement.”

~

“I’ve enjoyed my time here at
HSU,” Christensen said. “Now
it’s time to do something else.”
native,
Chicago
A

Christensen came to HSU from

Oregon Staté University where
he was the assistant dean in the
school of business.
.
Although he wasn’t very faarea,
the
with
miliar
Christensen said he fell in love
with Humboldt County almost
immediately.
“The area was just so serene
and wonderful. I knew it was
the right place to be,”

Christensen said.

—

When Christensen first came
to the university in 1961, HSU
had just made the transition
from Humboldt College to be-

coming a full-fledged four-year

university.
As anew university, HSU was
largely dependent on state support.

“We wanted to infuse some
greater measure of private support into the budget.so we could
create that margin of excel-

lence within the institution,”

.

hesaid.

Christensen said as a result
of fund-raising support, more
scholarships and student
lounges were created, and the
library collection and com— labs were expanded.

oxo

A tree farm in Maple Creek

fe in ~
study center
and a wildli
Booneville have been made
available to forestry and natural resources students.
The 4,000-acre study center in
Booneville was previously a
Fred
by
owned
ranch
years
Galbreath, who died two
Christensen developed a
with
relationship
close
him a surand calledath
Galbre
rogate father.
“I think those are the true
g
— developjoys of fund raisin
with people,”
ing relationships
Christensen said.
Christensen also started the
yearly awards of recognition
to staff members who
out en
giv

203 Sth Street © Eureka, CA © 707.445.9447 © LOCATED DIAGONALLY FROM DENNY'S

2nd

Annual

ee

he calls, “the people who oil the

Service Oe

Conference

State University

at Wumboldt

s of Social
rough Service

gears around here and who

keep the institution running.”
“I feel honored to have had
the opportunity to create a
merit program to honor a
dozen or so staff members each
year who have ‘made contributions to the university,” he said.
Christensen’s fund-raising
efforts have extended to the
community as well.
The acquisition of a Wells
Fargo facility in downtown
Arcata led to the creation of the
Natural

which

History

exhibits

staff and community members together to
Bringing students, faculty, staff,
share expertise and insight into issues of service and social change
Keynote

ker:

COLIN RATAH

Executive Director of JustAct

Youth ACTion for Global JUSTice

Museum,

what

_ Christensen says is “probably

one of the most outstanding
fossil collections between San
Francisco and Seattle.”
Christensen said the museum has become one of
Arcata’s popular educational
facilities for children of all

cle hs
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First Street Art Gallery
Town Eureka has helped
money to expand prosuch as oceanography

and fisheries.
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That is hardly the case with
President Alistair McCrone.
“(Christensen) has done a
tremendous amount for this
university,” McCrone said. “He
has always been responsive to

the needsof the university and
the community.”
McCrone said Christensen
has a resilience of determination in character and a great

manently.
“Life is finite — we only have
so many years,” Christensen
said. “So you have to make the

determination that, if there are
things you still want to do, you
better set aside some time and
finally do them.”

Christensen said he is happy
to turn another chapter in his

life, to move on and spend more

quality time with his family. ©
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“If you ran around and put a - league that I respected more
than him,” McCrone said.
tag on everything that has been
As his career draws to a close,
purchased with private funds,
Christensen said he’s ready to
I think you'd be amazed at the
impact of the generosity of pass on the torch.
“It’s time for somebody else
alumni
and friends of the instito do the work,” Christensen
tution,” Christensen said.
said. :
Now, nearing the end of his
John Hennessy, who has held
career at HSU, Christensen
said
he is hopeful that allof his ef- various acting positions at HSU
—such as vice president of aca_ forts were not in vain.
demics and executive president
“The institution has been
— has been selected as interim
real good to me, and I hope they
vice president until someone is’
don’t feel that I have shortselected to fill the position perchanged them,” Christensen
said.

for

amount of modesty in all of his
accomplishments.
=~":
“He is a quiet man of quality,
— a man with absolute integrity. I can honestly say that I
never had a professional col-

a
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* Special Education
* Mathematics
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* English
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O neil still o

pose
athscrne cf! ik,

guarantee
that the traffic isn’t going to meet.”
Altizer said another

.

concern is that the department
needs to cross
the highway in emergencies.
“The people crossing
=] on Indianola Cutoff
7 need to be very patient,”
said Mike Cipriano,
public affairs officer for
the California Highway
Patrol.
“It’s their life,” he
| said. “They need to take
|
alittle
longer and get on
_.| with their life. We are
advocating that people
obey the traffic laws,

son fatal collision still in
the shadows of Bayside,
City Council and community members continue to
oppose Caltrans’ plan to
build an overpass at the
Indianola Cutoff.
“Focuson Bayside,”
was
held at the Bayside Grange

|

on Jan. 30.

On Jan. 23, Bayside resident Ronald Brown, 58,
was driving northbound

|

on U.S. Highway 101 when
Eureka resident, Jack

|
f

which will make the |

74, pulled out

safety

into the northbound lanes

moot.”

from the Indianola Cutoff.
Brown died instantly in
the collision.
.
Charlson and one of his
passenger,
Roberta
Charlson, 49, died at the
:
scene.
Herbert Charlson, 27, a

Arcata City Councilman Michael Machi is
against the building of
an overpass at the
Indianola Cutoff.
He said he envisions
installing flashing yellow signs on Highway

third passenger, was taken

101 to inform drivers

Charlson,

to St. Joseph Hospital
where he later died from

head injuries.

The Indianola Cutoff on U.S. Highway 101 is often the site of fatal vehicle crashes. Four

Much of the forum fo- more names were added to the list of fatalities Jan. 23.
cused on transportation
plans for the Bayside community.
economic impacts and
amount of accidents as right-merge
For the residents of Bayside, the bigtion to Old Arcata Road
movements,” she said.
gest concern was losing their rural atmosphere.
She said the option preferred by way 255.
Mike Eagan, chief of
as a
the corridor
Caltrans is to redefine
When a 30-year resident of Bayside
:
freeway and benoted his discouragement over losing

controlof community planning regarding sidewalks, school zones, speed lim-

gin construction
for an overpass

its and bicycle lanes, the crowd cheered

Cutat Indianola

in a unique communal fashion.

The area from the Eureka Slough

in Arcata,

Bridge to the Samoa o

off.

Some Bayside

LT
‘It’s their life. They

and ge ton

take a little lon

With their life. We are advoobe

peo

cating

y the

ple

that

office systems
and commu-_

¢raffic laws, which will make

acamera focused where

traffic crosses, much
at Samoa
like the device
and H streets in Arcata.
He said he welcomes closing off the
medians.
“I was very chagrined to see what
up,” Machi said, in rethey were putting
sponse to the new signage at Indianola

Cutoff. “It looks like a regular stop sign
with Christmas porn

nity planning
for Caltrans,

Machi said he

said he is con-

ger

residents criti-

dubbed the 101 corridor, has been an__cized the lengthy

to

need

traffic circulaand U.S. High-

almost

that a car is coming.
Machi said he wants

sv Sxannon Dvevie
swore

~

issue

on 101
that drivers

cerned about

also need to be aware of approaching

fic to Bayside,

highway.

traffic, not just those approaching the

iverting traf-

Manila

Arcata Mayor Jim Test is another

and

surrounding _ strong opponent of an overpass at the

ongoing project for the California De-

time frame for

There were 268 collisions from June

which would not

collisions Caltrans expected for that
same period.

lic comment until January 2004,

Mike Cipriano
public affairs officer,

impact studies
havebeencom-

help us people here in Arcata.”
the highway
‘Test proposed redefining

The areas operating above the expected accidents include: Indianola,

with final approval slated for

California Highway Patrol

pleted. With
the corridor

asa city street and lowering the speed
limit.

surrounded by

§ Hesaid Caltrans was failing to inform

partmentof Transportation (Caltrans).

the

project,

to May 1999, much less than the 528 _ be ready for pub1994

Bayside, Eureka Municipal Airport,

and

Mid-City

—

amid

the

car

the

moot.

December 2005.

Interim measures, such as improved

—
dealerships.
Kim Floyd, 101-corridor project man-

signing, public announcements, improved lining and increased enforce-

ager for Caltrans, said there would be

ments

no cross traffic allowed on Highway 101.

Caltrans.

AURYsteIhet

issue

safety

are being

implemented

~-

“We're left with inconvenience,” he

Although no

said. “The idea of a full freeway doesn’t

environmental

wetlands, Floyd said she foresees anin-

citizens that there are ways to reduce

overpass over anything,” said Ralph

“We're not looking at lowering the

_evitable influence on the environment. _ the speed limit on the corridor by rede§ “We would probably rather see an fining the highway.

by

Altizer, assistant-fire chief of Arcata.

Caltrans is completing
technical studies involving biological, cultural, socioee

almost

IndianolaCutoff.

communities.
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The proposed dam site is at Steamboat Rock.

Dam proposal meets
environmental concern
sy Wenoy Lautner
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Big Rock Power Partners
met
on Jan. 31 to discuss a proposal
to build a minihydropower
plant on Willow Creek, a tributary of the Lower Trinity River.
About 35 people attended, including memb
from
er
thesU.S.
Forest Service, CalTrans, U.S.
Fish and Wildlife, and area
kayakers and environmentalists.
Big Rock Power Partners,a

ccessories

diversion wall to generate as

much as 3 megawaoftts
hydro~ power.

This plant would have the
potential
to power nearly 3,000

homes in the Willow Creek and
‘

invision

optometry

we've got what you're looking for

Dr. Jim Barnes © 85] Bayside Road, Arcata © 822-5121
jb20-20.com
worw
Distinctive eyewear, eye exams & contact lenses
armeal “i: ---messime <<." = SOLpR 150K. ~~~"

SONNE BOlS = ~~ =O === = ‘united colors of benetton

The extreme size of the pipe

is to prevent rapid wear because

of

rushing

water

through the inside of the pipe,
Shannon said.
The project would be operable November through May,
the rainy season, and
not divert water in the
drier months, Shannon said.
During this time, Big Rock
Power would essentially be
“pouring” electricity into the
already existing electrical
grid
owned by PG&E.
Power consum
ers
would
then
tap into that grid by purchasing power from a contributing
source, said Derek Baker, HSU
professor of environmental resources engineering.
In this case, the November
through May period of operatien does not coincide with
peak power demand, which occurs in the summer.
Power consumers would
have to buy power elsewherein
peak summer months.
Shanno
and n
his partner and

Hoopa communities, said
Patrick Shannon, founder of
Big Rock Power.
The man-made wall would
deepen the existing pool at a
place known as Steamboat
Rock on Willow Creek, adjacent
to the Boise Creek Camptechnical
adviser,
Mark
ground, and slow the water in Middleton, said they envisi
on a
the creek for the next half mile. power cooper
ative able to proOnly 6 percent of the total vide people with locally proflow would be diverted into a duced,
environmentally
pipe seven feet in diameter friendly power.
with a maximum diversion of
_ S0dcubic feet per-eecond, Shan
oe’

sata
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:
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Founders Hail
is covered in
frost as
Humboldt
County has
been experiencing extremely chilly
temperatures.

“@ REDWOOD HARLEY-DAVIDSON/
BUELL 27%
CORNER
OF 4th & A on 101 S.,
EUREKA
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EI Niftio promises warm, wet days
BY Jaenniven Eisenman

dents have experienced not just

tures have been great, such as
Fred Herbert, manager of Sa-

rain and snow but sleet and

cred Grounds.

In weeks past, Arcata resi-

LUMBERJACK STAFF

hail.
hought it was safe to
The U.S. Department of Engo outside? Forecastergy advises that with the coming of cooler weather, people
ers are talking about
the possibility of another El. should have their vehicles
checked out regularly by a me- Nifio
this year.
El Nifio, which
has been felt chanic and their homes inon the tropical waters of the Paspected for air leaks.
Make sure all windows and
cific for the past 30 months, has
heaters
do not go unnoticed if
finally past..
The National Ocean and Atthere is a problem.
For alternative waysof keepmospheric Adminstration: Climate Prediction
Center predict

that early spring should see the
start of El Nifio, based on already obeerved warming of the

waters of the Central Pacific, a
precursor
to the onset of a full
El Nifio which means ‘more.
rain and warmer temperatures.
Warm ocean temperaturesin

the Pacific characterize El

Nifio, or “the Boy.”
What does this mean for rainfall in Northern California? ;
:

ois

“Cool weather is a benefit,”
he said. “When it’s a rainy day,
more people come for coffee,”
Herbert said.
Humboldt County residents
are piling in cars with family
and friends to play in the snow,
which has blanketed
the county
in the last few weeks.
Such an altercation in temperature has not happened in
Arcata since the early 1990s
when Arcata received two to
three inches of snow.
_ “I remember
when it snowed
— my daughter
was just a little
girl then — she wanted to play
in the snow so bad, but I just fig-

_ Wakk-ins weloome!
~~
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ured it happened
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said Mary Kay, head of the Library Information
Desk.
What kind of weather can
Humboldt County residents
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Arcata High denied Spare Change
Students unhappy with principal's veto of theater troupe

Henry
Drs. Mark & Martha

said Sita Kutiera, ASB vice
president.

Chiropractors
:
1781 Central Avenue, Suite C * McKinleyville
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nence, homophobia and other

of Spare Change, said she was
disappointed about the cancellation of the show.
“It is not anger that I am feeling; it is a sincere feeling that
we need to help each other,” she
said. Members of the troupe said
they benefit in many ways from

issues facing teenagers today.
All the cast members of
Spare
Change are required to
Student Senate representago through
50 hours of training
tive Sean Stamm said the Assoabout those subjects and more.
ciated Student Body of Arcata
High school senior Joe
High School has requested that
Hutzinger said he has seen
Spare Change be put back in
Spare Change the past three
this year’s lesson plan.
“The student
body would like years.
; having more confidence in the
onstage environment, to gain“The skits educate kids, and
to have Spare Change for sure,”
they speak out for what is ‘ing the knowledge it takes to be
Stamm said.
peer educators.
right,” he said. “They have
The student body’s request
Political science freshman
made me think about my deciwas denied, even if the script
Shira
Frank is a former memsions.”
was modified.
ber of Spare Change.
One of the most common
“We have always been open to
“Being a membeg of Spare
concerns of the students intermodifying any scripts,” said
Change in high school gave me
viewed was that they felt much
Jean O'Hara, artistic director
more comfortable receiving
sex an opportunity to develop who
of Spare Change.
I am in a sexually charged
education
from
their
peers
in
“The principal gets a script,
world,” she said. “I don’t have
and the parents of the students
Spare Change.
to let it consume me, and I can
“Spare Change is good beare given a synopsis of the
cause it is about what people focus on the richness of being
script with a permission slip
a college student.”
are doing right new, here,
’ before the troupe performs.”
Casey Smith, an AHS senior,
where we live,” sophomore
Principal Bob Wallace would
said, “I think the community
Jenna Boyd said.
not respond to repeated atwants it, and the cancellation
“I
think
teens
are
going
to
listempts by The Lumberjack to
of. Spare Change needs to be reten to other teens more readily
contact him.
“Spare Change really affects than listening to adults about evaluated. Because it’s great
and teaches people to be
students, and it is presented in some of these things,” said Keri
healthy.”
a way that people listen to,” . Gelinian, HSU assistant profes-

Hydropower: Studies to show impacts, need first
oye

NORTH PTOWN BOOKS

AHS senior and a cast member

FROM pi 8

“We want to build something
that will make the community
stronger,” Shannon said.
Shannon said his family
owns the land where the project
is proposed, which would extend a half ‘mile of the creek,
the last 900 feet being on US.
Forest Service land.
_ “We need to be responsible
with the energy we use, how

much we use and how it is generated,” Shannon said.
The project needs to go
through a series of impact
statements and studies before
the idea is issued a license for
construction by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC).
Area kayakers and environmentalists voiced concerns at
the meeting.
“I think they have a good
idea, but I don’t think their
means are going to achieve
their desired ends,” said Dan
Menton, undeclared sophomore and whitewater paddler.
Menton, along with other

Willow Creek is on average less
than what will be needed to produce the 3 megawatts of power
projected.
According to the USGS Surface Water for California: Daily
Streamflow Web site, annual
flows estimated between the
years of 1969 and 1974 peaked
more than 1,000 cubic feet-persecond for only one month a
year.
In the remaining months,
flows fluctuate between 10 and
800 cubic feet-per-second.
There is also concern that a
hydropower project on Willow
Creek will set a precedent that
may open the doors in the future for bigger hydropower
projects to exist on the creek.
There are many questions
that still need to be answered
concerning
the necessity of the

project, fish and flow data, said

Julie Ranieri, public affairs officer for the Six Rivers National
Forest.
National Marine Fisheries,
Fish and Wildlife Service, U.S.
Forest Service, California Fish
area kayakers, said they are . and Game and other interested
worried that the water flow in ‘parties‘have 60 days to request

Bry ob eeeRe

uyey xen Dackneded” 322

Meni Revets Al

it
mete aatae erent

the studies needed to better understand the environmental
and economical implications
of the project.
All interested parties of this
ongoing project will meet again
in 90 days to discuss new find-

ings.
After this meeting, Big Rock
Power will still have to undergo
further environmental analysis requiredby the National
Environmental Policy Act and
the California Environmental
Quality Act.
‘If all goes smoothly, the
-FERC has the final say on the

issue of a license for construction.
The entire process can take
up to six years.
~ Shannon said he wants to in-

volve all.parties who can contribute to this attempt at producing a “green” power source,
especially HSU students.
“We're trying to build some-

ENG

$
‘

munication, safer sex, absti-

thing’we can be proud of,” Shannon
said.
“We
need
everyone’s best efforts.”
For more information on the

project, refer to the Web site at
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Change from the Arcata High
School sex-education curriculum is being met with great
concern by the student body.

Sarah Horwitz, who is an
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By WELLSCO

tional theater troupe Spare

perform skits surrounding
the
- topics of teen pregnancy,
com-

Se

839-6300

Spare Change’s program
states that they produce and

sor of education.
“You really connect to it
when you see the experiences
onstage that happen everyday,”
senior Jordan M. Marks said.
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Standing-room-only crowd discusses bay's use, plans future
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Bay and watershed symposium held
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LUMBERJACK STAFF

The Humboldt Bay waterfront’s
muddied, oilslick waters were the backdrop Friday for the

struc-

Humboldt Bay and Watershed Symposium.
The symposium,
which was put on by the
Humboldt Bay Watershed Advisory Committee,
was a place for people working in various watershed-related
agencies to come together to exchange information, recognize the year’s
achievements,
and look forward to the problems

take
s to incont proource,

of the future.
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since 1977, took place on a sunny Friday and
Saturday at the new Wharfinger building located at the end of First Street in a run-down
‘industrial sector of Eureka directly acroes
from the Samoa pulp mill.
. Panelists, speaking to a standing-room-only

audience, discussed the history of the bay its
uses, and its status as a natural habitat.

The information
presented at the confer-

ence will be used to assemble the Humboldt
Bay management
plan — a document pro-

duced by the Humboldt Bay Harbor District
that seeks to provide a comprehensive
approach to bay-associated
issues.
During a moderated panel discussion,
community members raised issues that they
thought the panelists may have overlooked.

“There were so many things going on and
people wanted to get information in one place,”
said Susan McBride of the University of California Sea Grant Extension program and one of
American Indian rights and their use of
the event’s organizers.
Humboldt
Bay, the possible replacement
of a
A watershed is an area of land that drains into
prada
odes 6
ceed
a bodyof water, in vahasis
this case, abeann or-aar
The conference, whictt
‘te khéd :
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“The main impact, because
of ctrrent building regulations, is to the water fountains
and sinks,” ¢qid Milton Boyd,
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The first clue that the science
buildings had a problem was
when one of the women’s bathrooms in Science C would not
shut off. Plant Operations was
called and a plumber was dis‘patched. What the plumber
found was a bird feather.
Plant Operations immedi-

bfolpetdat tt
department
ring bottled water if
you plan on hydratThe Public Health Departing between class in
ment took a water sample and
the Science buildings today.
will test it for contaminants.
Debris found its way into the
“We are going to wait until
main water line that feeds the
science buildings on Saturday.
we can prove the water is safe
before we remove the warnInfrastructure
Upgrade _ ately put up signs telling people
Project workers installed new
not to use the water in the Sci- . ings,” said Tim Moxon, direcvalves in the Science C buildtor of Plant Operations.
ence buildings.

‘No, California & So. Oregon'sfj
largest selection of free

weights. Featuring
Hammer Strength™ training

‘system.

Watershed: Audience, panelists answer questions

a You Might Be
- Pregnant? FREE Pregnancy Testing
all services confidential

- Information
and Educational Materials
+ Clothing
for Mom and Baby

© CONTINUED
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

Hackett, a professor of busi-

as the possible sources for future support for restoration
efforts were all addressed
by various membersof the audience.
The audience itself was
mostly composed
of professionals in the industry.
When a panelist could not answer a specific

ness and economics at HSU.

put in between Eureka and
Arcata, he could use it to drag
down all of the billboards on

“There were an awful lot of
people in the audience who

the Eureka-Arcata corridor.

were prominent and had a lot

Overall,
the conference organizers declared
the event a suc-

of things to share.”
Ina lighter moment, one pan-

elist discussed linking watershed management
to homeland

“There are so many talented
and gifted individuals in this
area that we are so blessed

security,
stating that it was “not

a laughing
matter — nothing is

with,” said Yana Valachovicof

more important to homeland
security
than the homeland.”

“I enjoyed the large audience,” said panelist Steven

(@

Yvonne Everett, natural resources planning
and interpretation professor, will present a
talk on the sustainable
harvest
and management of mushrooms, floral greens and me-

dicinal herbs.
The event is sponsored
by the
orth Coast chapter of the
rnia Native Plant Society.

The presentation will be at

: A bechelor’s
degree with a major in a
or environmental
science, or a.

discipline. co caaian

cae

a

that if alight railroad
was ever

nen

Native
Plant Society
sponsors lecture .

Fish and Game
Environmental

' Thesame panelist mentioned

the Arcata Masonic Lodge to-

. Gay at 8 p.m. For more informa* thon call 822-7190.

planting tools and techniques,
so dress for dirt. The event is
Saturday at 9:30 a.m. and costs
$10. For more information call
247-1101.

Wanna restore dunes?

Find out how to keep exotic |
weeds,
such
as _ yellow
starthistle
and other damaging
invasive plants, off of your
lands.
.
;
The Humboldt County Weed

Join the Dune Ecosystem
Restoration Team (DERT) in
restoring
the native
dune habi-

meeting will be Feb. 21 from 9
a.m to noon at the Forestry Ser-

Management Area bi-annual

tat on an ecosystem-wide
level.
DERT meets the first three
Saturdays
of the month for cof-

fee at area coffee shops at 9a.m.
and then carpools
to the restoration site.

Volunteers
who go to each of

Malina aneioation to: Department of Fish and Game, Attention:
Exam Unik |

944208, Sacramento,
CA 94244-2000.

‘You MUST inckude @ State of California Application (form 678)

Learning how to reforest

the three restorations sites—

Spend a day in the trees when
the Institute for Sustainable
Forestry holds a workshop to
teach people how to reforest.

Eureka, Lanphere and Manila

Participants will get first.

— will receive a free DERT Tshirt.
Call 444-1397
for more information.

hand experience
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Hip hop heavyweights hit HSU
sy Mart Crawrono
SCENE EDITOR
onday the East
Gym will definitely heat up when
Sno Core makes a stop in
Arcata.
An annual winter concert,
this year Sno Core features a

jam-packed line-up including,

Karl Denson’s Tiny Universe,
Michael Franti and Spearhead,
Blackalicious, and Saul Will-

iams.

ah
Karl Denson

Veteran sax man, Karl
Denson will take the reins of
Sno Core performing at every

scheduled stop of the tour.
Denson is promoting his

Blue Note records debut
“Dance Lesson #2” —

album featuring appearances
from DJ Logic, Charlie
Hunter, Melvin Sparks,

Greyboy Allstars drummer
Zac Najor and Los Cubanos
Positzos percussionist E.J.
Rodriguez.
Denson co-founded The —
- Greyboy All-stars and had a
lengthy stint touring with
Lenny Kravitz.

Michael Franti and
Spearhead
Michael Franti and Spearhead will return to Humboldt
County after performing al-.
most exactly four months ago
at Six Rivers Brewery in Eureka.
Since he last visited Humboldt County Franti has toured

Sno Core.
“We’re always doing new
songs on the road,” Franti said.
“That’s kind of the way we find
out what people
are responding
to in the music. When
we go in

the studio, before we record, we
keep that in mind.”
Franti and Spearhead’s political messages and funky
grooves should counter well
with the conscious lyrics of
Saul Williams, Blackalicious
and the jazzy sounds of Karl
Denson.

“I'm really excited to share
the stage with those artist and
also collaborate and do some
jamming,” Franti said. “And
also go out and: see some snow,
Europe and started writing ma- because we are going to a lot of
terial for a new album.
snowy places on this tour.”
“We're in the process of writing songs for this new record,
Blackalicious
—
Franti said during a phone inOne
of
the
only
groups
schedterview from the Bay Area.
it for

uled to perform at all Sno Core

about three weeks,” he said.
“T’ve been writing a lot of songs
out on tour, so we’re just putting them on tape for the first
time and tryin’ to flush them

dates, the Gift of Gab and Chief
Xcel of Blackalicious will return to Humboldt County with
material from its anticipated
new album “Blazing Arrow.”
“With ‘Blazing Arrow,’ the
arrow represents faith,” Xcel
said during a phone interview

* “We've been working on

out a little bit.”
The new album, a follow-up

~ to 2001's “Stay Human,” is
- planned for release this fall af-

from the Bay Area. “The album

ter the Sno Core tour and a tour
of Australia.
“We're going on tour
for about six weeks
then, we'll come back
and finish the record in
April or May,” Franti

is loosely about just having the
strength and conviction to stay
on whatever your given path

| said. “Then we'll be out
on the road all summer,
and the first single will
come out in June. The
album will come out in
September.”
Franti said some of

the new material will be
performed while Spearhead is on the road with

is.”

Xcel said the last Blackalicious album, “Nia,” was about

finding purpose.

—

Blackalicious willbe the only
group on Monday that will not
be backed by a live band.
Although the medium by
which Blackalicious conveys
its music seems simple — using
just'turntables and vocals —
after listening to the duo’s latest recording, one can hear the
complexityof the beats
and lyr-

ics used in its music.
:
“Being that we havea new al-

The Gift of Gab and Chief

bum, there’s a lot more mate-

(above)
will perform

rial to be covered in the live
show and a very limited
amount of time,” Xcel said.
“Composing a live show is a lot

material
off its new
album.

Xcel

of Blackalicious

Kari Denson (below) will
Be
Hh
ee

like composing an album — a
lot of times — in that you got
to find the best and most effective way to tell the story.”
Saul Williams
A pioneer of slam poetry,
Saul Williams will perform at
Sno Core with his band in support of his debut LP “Amethyst
Rock Star.”
Williams rose to popularity
during the mid-’90s after becoming a part New York’s poetry scene.
In 1998, “Slam” was released

— a film that Williams co-—
wrote and acted in that received awards at the Sundance
Film Festival and at the Cannes

Film Festival.

It was at this time that Will- °

r

also released his firphy,

left) performs “lyrically

driven music.”
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TWO SHOWS! FRI FEB 22 & SAT FEB 23

The Country Bummers

oe

Authentic country music arrives in Arcata
WED MAR 13

Ta Tg ereea aU)
terrence blanchard,

cedar walton,

Jones’ “Bartender Blues” to
Johnny Cash’s “I Still Miss
Someone,” the Country Bum-

review
sy Ryan Propst
LUMBERJACK STAFF
Have you been. longing

to

mers have a unique sound to

hear some old-time country

contribute
to
Humboldt
County’s music scene.
Three band members share
the duty of vocals.
Keyboardist Mindy Bumgarner offers a female voice to the

music? You know, the kind of
music that you just can’t hear
on the radio today: the howls of
Hank Williams, the croons of

joe lovano, & more.

Lefty Frizzel or the tender voice

of Patsy Cline?
_If so, you are not alone. Many

PETE
WED MAR 20

sy ETC:

BPTI lel

ca

i}

world-class flamenco Melia from spain

people still crave those traditional drinkin’, cheatin’ and
ramblin’ songs, and thanks to
dedicated musicians such as
Dale Watson (Austin, Texas),

old-time sounds, and she certainly does not shy away from
songs originally sung by male
country artists.
This is made evident by her
approach to the Merle Haggard
classic hit, “I think I'll Just Sit

the Bastard Sons of Johnny

Here and Drink.”

Cash (San: Diego) and Humboldt County’s own Country

The bassist, who goes by
Cisco, is also a Haggard fan,
and has been known to lead a
few Haggard tunes himself.
Don Holiman — probably the
most versatile member of the

Bummers, the spirit of old-time
country music hasn’t died yet.
Residents
of
Humboldt
County can treat their ears to
an array of classic country
music covers, and they have
only the Country Bummers to

group — rotates between lead

guitar and steel pedal guitar,
and also performs lead vocals

on many songs.

thank.

Why

The six-piece band, which

HUTTE Ba V7
VAY,

ae iT ee | ene
ETT RTE
musicians

Hat) mariboro

ALL SHOWS & PM at the VAN DUZER THEATRE, NSU

consists of a keyboard player,
adrummer, a lead guitar player,
a bass guitar player, a rhythm

guitar player and a steel pedal
guitar player, has been together

do the Bummers

this kind of music?

play

_

“Classic country is just fun to
play,” Bumgarner said. “I love
singing the old songs, and I

think a lot of people love hear-

since November 2001, when the

ing them.”

group played its first show at

The Country Bummers’ next
show is at Muddy ee on
Feb. 23.
There’s no need to worry

Muddy Waters in Arcata:

While the Country Bummers

only plays covers, and is not

particularly interested in a recording contract, the members
certainly does play well to-

not owning a cowboy hat,
about

boots or Wranglers. In fact, not
‘none the band members are
to be decked. out in fancy
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Mark your calendar
Area events offer Valentine’ s entertainment
ey Dann

and a special Valentine’s Day menu featuring a

Biawe

grilled oyster casino, prime rib, stuffed mani- : pibiae

LUMBERJACK STARE re
This Valentine’ s Day the North Coast area will

come alive with an abundance of romantic activities for couples, singles and even the“disen-

/GGbarbhaeir rue
Monday through Saturday

9 am. to 5:30 pm.

1540 G St, Arcata + 822-4240

ered in a cilantro lime sauce and pepper-crusted
filet mignot with a cabernet demi-glaze.
Musician Joseph Byrd will perform Eurdpean
melodies at the restaurant. ©

A Valentine’s
Day performance
. “The Vagina Monologues” will |
-be at the Van Duzer Theatre.
The play depicts 18 different
women’s life experiences centered on their vaginas.
Stories vary from humorous,

to outrageously brutal, to sexually liberating and healing.
Tickets cost $20 general and $12 for
student. The show starts at 8 p.m.
Singles can converge at a number of erotic
hot spots this year.
1980s rap pioneer Tone Loc will perform at
Club West. Known for his classic hits, “Funky
Cold Medina” and “Wild Thing,” Loc will set a
sexy tone for the holiday.

Rumours in Eureka will host DJ Hal dance
;
party.

Groove music band Kulica will perform its

blend of acoustic and soulful vibes at Six Riv‘
ers Brewery in Eureka.
Muddy Waters will host a bluegrass benefit
concert for the Humboldt International Film
Festival featuring Lazy Bonez at 8 p.m.

THE METRO
&

CDS

TAPES

VOTED AREAS BEST

MUSIC
SELECTION
A
READERS CHOICE * THE ARCATEYE
THE

METRO

»TREET

ON

¢ DS
THE

&

TAPES

PLAZA

ARCATA

LARGEST SELECTION..
and LOWEST PRICES of DVD]

titles in Humboldt

County

NEW RELEASES

$2.99

ALL OTHERS ARE

“PICK YOUR PACK”

videadn Game Cube
N64

|

Nintendo Game Boy: Color& Advance
Playstation | & Il
X BOX

fren | vn
[ow = prune]

Music | Sports | Sci-Fi | Action [comedy Droma | Cult

Foreign

chanted.to engage in.
Tf you're in the anti-Valentine’s Day mindset,
check out “My Bloody Valentine’s Day”presented
by Panache Magazine at the North Coast Repertory Theatre in Eureka.
Audio Wreck, Buffy Swayze, the
. Animal People Heads, Automatic
Pink and DJ Thanksgiving
Brown will headline the allages event.
The concert will serve as a release party for the latest issue of
Panache.
Guests will receive a free copy of
the magazine, door prizes.and “hugs
and kisses” upon entry. The show starts
at 8 p.m., and tickets are $4.
Hot and spicy lovers looking ‘ fire up the
heat in their relationship get ready for Latin
groups Pura Vida and East L.A. Sabor Factory
at KMUD’S first ever Valentine’s Day dance at
the Mateel Community Center in Redway.
Area group Pura Vida wiil be perform its
musical infusion of Cuban rumba, mambo, cha
cha cha, cumbia and samba from Brazil.
Doors open at 7 p.m. Tickets are $15 in advance
and $17 at the door.
Acoustic guitarist Mike McLaren will be serenading guests at Lost Coast Brewery in Eureka.
Lovers can enjoy the candle-lit atmosphere,

cotti and stuffed sole»
Beer and and white Russian cheesecake are
also available.
Jamabalya restaurant in nae will serve a
Valentine’s dinner menu featuring lobster cov-
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_ Studies show that 90% of HSU students
learn about the birds and the bees

Core: Four groups perform at the East ay Monday

y

° Comnuen From pace 13

from the pereotials on Uagack.ong

book of poetry, “The Seventh
Octave,” and began touring
Europe.
During a phone interview
before embarking on the Sno
Core tour, Williams said the
hardest
thing about touring is
leaving
his children.
“T have two kids, so preparing
for (Sno Core) means spending
as much time with them as possible,” Williams said. “Everything else, that’s easy, but how
do you explained
to a 5-year-old

that they're not going to see you

"day

“I’m really excited to
share the stage with
those

artists

and

also to collaborate
and do some jamming.”
:
Michael Franti
Spearhead
poetry, you can take people
and internal journey,” Wil-. liams said. “Where as
with music, the danger is
that it can become purely

is sufor a month and a haif, when ’ external— which
they’ve been seeing you every- perficial.”
With his musical perforbefore that?”
Williams

started

touring

_ with his band in Europe nearly
a year ago.
“T really like (touring),” Wil-

_ liams said. “You really grow a
lot if you challenge yourself
the right way when you’re performing nightly.”
:
Williams said touring with a
band differs from touring as a
poet because of the high-energy level that music _—
mances bring. “When you’re touring with

mances, Williams hopes Michael Franti and Spearined
to find a balance between Perform Monday.

the internal and external journey.
“The challenge is to keep an
internal journey, but still deliver the external satisfaction
— the head nod, the beat,” Williams said.
_
Williams said his Sno Core
performance will include a
cello, electric guitar, bass and
drums.
“It’s lyrically driven, dy-

namic music,” Williams said.
“In terms of dynamics and in
terms of the progression it
builds.”
Tickets to Sno Core are $15 —
for students and $25 general
and can be purchased at The
Works in Arcata and Eureka,
The Metro CDs and Tapes and
at the University Ticket Office.

Promoters warn the show
will start promptly at 8 p.m.
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Music
immortal
Lee County Killers
9 p.m. at The Vista. The immortal Lee County Killers
wilt perform after The Hitch and The Letdown. Admis-

sion is $4. For mor information contact The Vista at

Valentine’s
Day Dance
7 p.m. at the Mateel Community Center. Romance your
sweetheart to the Latin sounds of the East L.A. Sabor

6 p.m. at the Karshner Lounge
Hemp Club

443-1491

mission
is $15 in advance
and $17 at the door.

- 5:30 atSiemens
Hall 115:

Pete Clotti Experience

Panache Release Party

Campus Greens

:

8:30 p.m. at Rumours. Matty D’s Digga Band will also
perform.

9 p.m. at the North Coast Repertory Theatre. Audio
Wreck, Buffy Swayze, Automatic Pink, Animal People
Heads and DJ Thanksgiving
Brown will perform.

Events

ToneLoc

Diversity
in the Peace Corps
6:30 p.m. at Founders Hall 179

6:30 - 7:30 at Slemens
Hall 109

—

9p.m. at Club West

_ Mike McLaren

6:30 at Stemens
Holl 115

Kulica

International Student Union

|

Students
For Choice
5:30 at Slemens
Hall 110

9p.m. at the Lost Coast Brewery

Clubs

5 p.m. at Nelson Hall East 120

Sustainable
Campus Task Force

7:30 p.m. at Six Rivers Brewery in Old Town Eureka.

6 p.m. at the Y.E.S House

Noon at Nelson Hall East 116

Rob Christensen

Golden Years

8:30 p.m. at 3-2-1 Coffeein Eureka. Unplugged music
in an intimate setting.

Queer Student Union —
11am. ~ 1 pm. atthe MultiCulturol Center

Apollo Night

HandinHand

6-7 p.m. at the Y.E.S. House

Asian Student Alliance
5 p.m. at Nelson Hall East 118

Puentes

;

9 p.m. at the Van Duzer Theatre. At the Apollo, the au-

dience chooses the winner. See dance, rap, poetry
and

comedy. Admission is

$2.

Youth Educational Services
5.-6p.m.
atthe Y.E.S.House

6 p.m. at the Y.E.S. House

American
Indian Alliance
5 p.m. at the MultiCultural
Center

M.E.Ch.A
6:30 p.m. at the MultiCuttural Center
International Student Union

Event

~-

Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender
StudentAssociation
7 p.m, at the MultiCultural
Center

Valentine’s
Day Rally for Marriage

Equality

7 p.m. at the Y.E.S House

;

Noon - | p.m. at the front lawn of the Eureka County
Courthouse. Rally to support giving the freedom to
marry to gay and lesbian couples.

HSU Chess Club
5:30 at the Library,
room 313.
Women’s Center

6 p.m. at Nelson Hall East 118

.

5.p.m. atthe MuttiCulturel Center
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Activity
Take
a Hike
9:30 a.m. atthe
redwoods along
land State
tuneh. For
. 268-8767.

pili

Arcata Safeway. Experience the anciént
the Trillium Falls trail in Redwood NaParks. Participants should bring water
more information, contact Allison at :

Plant Progagation Workshop
9:30 a.m. - noon at the HSU Greenhouse. Learn how to
take cuttings from roots, stems and leaves to make new
plants from existing ones. Demonstrations, hands on
practie,

written handouts and Internet resources will

' beprovidedattheworkshop.
-

-

Theworkshop
is for ages 16 and up and costs $10 per

person, $8 for HSU Natural History Museum members.

. Music

Music

Preregistration is required.

Sno CorelicicleBall

Mele Hula, A Celebration
of Hawalian
Music
and Dance

Meetings

8p.m. atthe Van Duzer Theatre. Center Arts presentsa
performance that will link the audience with potynesian
culture. The performamcee will include poetic ballads
about the sea, land dnd Hawaiian chiefs presented

through hula dancing, music, chants and storytelling.
Tickets to the show are $15 for HSU students, $25 gen-

.

8 p.m. at the East Gym. Kari Denson, Michael Franti and
Spearhead, Saul Williams, Blackalicious
and Humboldt County's own Di Jet-Eye will hit the stage for a

Annual American Civil Liberties Union

night of hip-hop
and jazz.

2 p.m. at the Redwoood Peace and Justice Center.

Tickets to concert are $15 for students and $25 for
general. Promoters for the show warn that the concert
will start promptly
at 8 p.m.

eral, and $20 children and seniors.

FF GAE TA Stedent ond Seeindee Services Suiting,
Room 405

8 p.m. at Six Rivers Brewery in Old Town Eureke..
Former member of the Jerry Garcia Acoustic

= ness

Clubs

| AA Group

The David Nelson
Trio

- Band, David Nelson will return to Humboldt County with -

his trio to perform tts blend of psychedelic jam rock.

shy

Tickets to the show are $10 in advance and $12 at the
door. Music will start at 9 p.m. Kulica will open the

|

show.

salniny

Marine Biology Society
6 p.m. at 133 Science B

HSU Chess Club
5 p.m. at the Library,
room 313

SETA

}

oft

an

7 p.m. at Slemens Hall 110

;

Asian Student Alliance
5:30 p.m. at Nelson Hall East 115

Save the Orangutans
5-6 p.m. at Nelson Hall East 118

Pow

Wow Committee

5:30 p.m. at House38

On

THRs
" Event
Sam Bush
8p.m. atthe Van Duzer Theatre. Mandoline player Sam
Bush will perform with his band at HSU.

_ Music
Mbunasier Mike
9 p.m. at Club West.

Clubs

Event

Republicans Club

.

6-7 p.m. at Neilson Holl East 119

8 p.m. at Muddy Waters. The music of the Police performed by some familiar faces.

Ga.m.- 1 p.m. ot St. Mary's School. A menu of tomatobasil egge ham,sausage,
bocon and lingulec: scalloped
pototoes, fresh fruits, biscuits and gravy, cinnamon

Refugee Exionsion Program

toast muffins and breads will be served to beneft the
St. Vincent de Paul free dining facility.
The brunch costs $10 for adults and $5 for chikdren.

Natural Resources Club

Thundercioud,
7th Generation Rise and Red Wind Spirt
wl partorm, Admiasion is $5 for more information
5.

Tickets to the concert ore $12 for HSU students, $22
general and $17 for children and seniors.

Elegant Champagne Brunch

7 p.m. at Azalea Hall in McKinieyville.
Clan Dyken,

:

6 p.m. at Founders
Hall 163. Issac M. Caner
exploration
of hip-hop music and ature.

The Cops

-‘Whyot Sacred Sites Benefit Concert

‘

Black History chronicled
through the hip-hop experience

a
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5-6 p.m. atthe Y.E.S. House

5 p.m. ot Natural Resources
310
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Volunteers study the various holds for placement on the new and improved climbing wall.

Bantwacanv

Climbing traverse gets a face-lift
Volunteers mount 451 climbing holds on wall to provide for practice
op tiiiaans teeemiaies
LUMBERJACK STAFF

said.
/

Tf

unteered his time,” Simmons

iding on the fringe
of campus in the
long hallway of the

_fieldhouse is HSU’s own climbing wall. For nearly 15 years, it
saw only limited use from a
small crew of climbers.

Simmons said he has simply
acted

as

liaison

between

McLaughlin, plant operations
and the climbing hold companies.
“Some things are best when
-faculty steps back and lets the

“The advanced SoS

workout by limiting holds. It will also make
a good introductory for

have a common interest. It can
become a spring board for adventures beyond school.
Mclaughlin said his inspiration to redo the wall was, “to get

more students and people in-

they should be able to do |a stretch of the

volved in climbing.”
_
“I climbed the wall for three

wall as well.”.

years, and I liked the wall, but -

Greg Simmons

said he grew up

chair
athletics department

In the last few semesters,

climbing in Colorado, but said
there has been a dramatic inhis connection to the sport was
crease in its use.
not the inspiration for remodVisitors to the wall today will - eling the wall.
encounter something entirely
Part of Simmons’ responsidifferent than in years past.
bility as chair is to oversee the
When natural resources and fieldhouse as building coordirecreation
senior,
Mike
nator.
McLaughlin
handed
Gre
With a new roof added, and
Aththe
of
external doors, Simmons said
Simmons, the chair
letics Department, a proposal
he felt comfortable investing
to revamp the wall, Simmons
the $2,000 into sanding, repaintsaid he was open to it.
ing and the purchasing of holds
“Mike walked
id eons
for the wall.
e2

those who walk

up to it for the first time in tennis shoes as

students take over,” he said.
Simmons

can get a good

ready been exposed to climbing:
Health clubs and juniorcolleges have converted spaceand

holds. It will make a good introductory to those who walk up
to it for the first time in tennis
shoes. They should be able todo

built climbing walls. Next to
HealthSport, we now have a
small climbing wall,” Simmons
said.
Simmons said he wants the
wall to appeal to everyone, from
expert climbers ‘to those ‘wee
ie
eahabse tii
int

a:‘stretch of the wall as well,”
he said.
Simmons said he believes it.
was money well spent. Socially,
he said, it has great benefits.
He said.it becomes a place

Gitmmons said many of the
at the riglit' tind,jpeeebntedia’ + ¢
well-written proposal and volinterested students have al- geta sad workout by limiting

thought it could be better,” said
“This was Greg Sisrenasiie’

project 15 years ago, so when I
submitted the proposition, it

was his idea coming back
around again,” he said.
McLaughlin said he hopes
people will realize the effort
put into the wall and will not
steal the holds.

Suze Aubin, climber and

wildlife senior said, “The new
wall is excellent. It’s leaps and
bounds
above the last one. It’s
where students,
f and fac-.
ulty can do somethirig
toget ti ayaa
when they might

opportunity and realize they
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Bouldering:
FLORIST
a

@ FINE GIFTS
~~

move.

cial

to solve problems at new heights
Ouellette said he spent a semester abroad in France and °
yearned for the rocks of
Humboldt County so much he
returned.

The Bat Cave is the unoffiname
of a
private

‘ bouldering

gym

in

Eric Chemello, geography
graduate student, said he estab-

a

McKinleyville garage.

lished many of the scores of
roped climbs in Humboldt
County, but said he loves the

Most of the climbing is done
on artificial holds bolted to the
ceiling.
An indoor set-up becomes
crucial in the wet environs of
Humboldt County.

Your

~*,\/

simplicity

j

that

defines

bouldering.
“Bouldering is pure freedom

of movement untainted by con-

Forestry senior
Adam
Wanden
said
he
likes
bouldering because it’s easy.
Easy for him to say.
Imagine a coiled spring

u

troversy"rules or ethics. You

just climb, and there is no defacing of the rock,” Chemello
said.
The climbers interviewed
asked that everyone tread
lightly and respect the boulders
and coastlines because access
is never guaranteed. Areas can be closed down at
anytimeif people are not conscious and respectful of the
environments in which they

pressed tightly between your

fingers.
Now open them.
re
That’s Wanden dynoing into
the air and sticking the hold.
Wanden has produced
of
Humboldt
County's

play.
- Does size matter? Not to the
scores of boulderers assaulting
the Lilliputian stones of Moonstone, Houda, Osagon and Lost
Rocks on sunny days.

Pimping, flashing and grab-

are — in late January so there
will be no excuse not to train.

bing jugs is expected and necessary in this foreshortened
game of ascendancy and domination.
According to many of the
dedicated, the mythical stones’

“Powerful movement, there's
always a crux,” McLaughlin

said.
“Bouldering
is the concentration of seriously muscular
moves with an element of dexterous finesse. Perfect pastime

in a perfect place such as this,”
French junior Andre Ouellette
said.

:

4%

°F

of Humboldt County’s coast are
as good as it gets — but don't
let them know where you heard
about it. So why not give it a
Everybody else is doing
+
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Students, residents escape outdoors
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_. Wwwcountrylivingfloristandgifts.;com
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Special Flowers
for Special Moments

Upgrade
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Bouldering Lingo
for Beginners

|

* Ptinping: fingers pinch:
ing a tiny edge or pimped,
flaw of stone.
Flashiiig: finishing the:
Move sequence
of a boulder

problem without falling.

Crank: to “pull down” or
climb something really
:
tough.
Chalk- to vere your
hands ere ren

ar

A boulderer hangs while contemplating
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SU men’s basketball
went on a 21-3
run in the second

half of play to overcome a 12point deficit and claim a 80-68
victory over Western Oregon
on Saturday.

“We played one of
our finest defensive
games. Our fullcourt press and halfcourt defense were
both relentless.”
Tom

Wood

coach

Now 20-1 overall and 11-1 in

Great Northwest Athletic Con-

Paonia
Edae

Y

led HSU with a game-high 25
points.

HSU also received 33 points
from players coming off the
bench, including 12 from for-

ward Dustin Kaatz and 11 from
Robinson.
Seattle was led by Adam

the inbounds.
“That’s
as great a run as I’ve

Enfield who hit seven-of-eight
three-pointers and a pairof free

throws for 23 points.
ever seen a single player conAlso scoring in double figures
tribute,”
said coach Tom Wood.
for
the Redhawks were Darnell
Forward
Austin Nichols led Lyons with 19 points and Bryan
the way with a game-high 28
Peterson
and Brian Johnson
points while forward Fred
with 11 each
Hooks added 19 points and 10
Feb.2 vs. Northwest
rebounds for the ‘Jacks.
Nazarene
Robinson finished with 14
Two nights later the ‘Jacks
pointson 100 percent shooting.
returned
to the East Gym and
The win against the Wolves
rolled over Northwest Nazarene
followed a four-game home
101-77.
stand which included big wins
The game marked the seventh
over GNAC opponents Seattle
time this season HSU has scored
University (82-67) and Northwest Nazarene

(101-77) one

week ago.
Jan. 31 vs. Seattle
On Jan. 31, HSU had to fight
an offensive slump in the first
half while Seattle University
came out hot.
The Redhawks shot 48 percent from the field, 70 percent
from beyond the arc, and were
perfect from the free throw line

more than 100 points.

HSU got an outstanding contribution from its bench as the
substitutes scored 52 points on
21-30 shootirig from the field,
including a career-high 17
points on 8-of-9 shooting
by forward Trey Shannon.
“That was a pretty amazing

performance from our bench,”

as they led the’Jacks
35-33 at - - -- e0 Win again, next page
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Robinson hit four straight free
throws, forced a five-second
turnover, then stole the ball on

St4
1

Pe

the conference.
Along with sitting atop the
conference, the latest national
poll rankings, released on
Monday, saw the ’Jacks move
up one place from the previous
week from No. 7 to No. 6, one
place above Seattle Pacific.
Reserve
guard
Jeremy
Robinson was the difference
for the Lumberjacks at Western Oregon as he led the team
on their late run.
In
one
key
sequence,

ee.

Seattle Pacific for first place in

the break.
“I made a decision to change
defenses, and it didn’t work,”
Wood said. “I took us out of the
‘press, and that allowed (the
Redhawks) to be patient. That
hurt us.”
After the break, the ’Jacks
came back with their man-toman press and outscored Seattle
49-32 in the second half. Nichols

xs

ference play, HSU is tied with
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Wood said. “You'd be hard-

pressed to find a better effort
comics
that i

a ‘group of

Roeder

“We played
one of our finest

eapges

Stale Gines

carying

* Just arrived - gourds for Tea Cups (easy co make and decorate)

Open 7 days « week
;

°
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s

with 11 points and center
Chuck Webster with 10 points.
Northwest Nazarene was led

"iad
eeniianane
the Crusaders
were James Thomas Jr. and Michael Gely with
12 and 10 points, respectively.
HSU will hit the road again

this weekend taking on GNAC
opponents Alaska-Anchorage
and Alaska-Fairbanks.
The team then returns home
to take on Saint Martin’s on

Feb. 21, and Central Washing-

ints

ton on Feb. 23, before finishing
the regular season the following week on the road when they

caf tat benth
ibert-citning

will face Western Washington

ae —

nine assists.

|

school to make a
dif ference?”

;

Nichols led the Lumberjacks

in scoring for the second game
in a row with a game-high 20

10

you are out 0

auaaronane

less.”

es

f
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court defense were both relent-

and anvedaants, eek pie

“Why wait until

3

“Gactanevarvanes wie wane

points.
Fred Hooks added 15

@

Robinson

the aaaktos +(
geat ted Sive

overs and held the Crusadersto
43 percent shooting from the

* Now

cluded Shannon,

and Seattle Pacific.

Laura Julian, HSU Botany senior
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Kim Gagnon, wildlife senior,
said, “The wall is better than I
expected. It used to be very
dark and dingy. It’s more appealing than before.”
McLaughlin said he rounded
up a crew of students who are
all experienced climbers. They
have volunteered more than 25
hours of time to put up the
more than 341 climbing holds
so far and set routes.
Kopavi Rubens, an international studies junior who is
helping with the wall said,
“There’s more holds now than

OPEN “TIL 2 A
— Feo — Savana
034 6 Simeet » Anca
822-1927.

wr

Face-lift: Wall provided for practice

:

6 St.,
400

sewsletter
end mere at: www. vxitix.com

|

© 620-1105 © 298 6 St, Metows Dulohe © 449-8038

Forestry

senior,

Adam

Wanden is also volunteering
his time and expertise.
“The new wall is badass! It’s
got more variety than it did before, and it’s more open to the
imagination,” he said.
toe ey
Viahi
easels yu
SHhsieadr

wall is better

than | expected.

It

used to be very dark
and dingy. It’s more
appealing than before.”
Kim Gagnon
Wildlife senior
“It’s everybody’s wall, and we
hope people will respect it. I
will be in once a week to make
sure everything is going
smoothly and to get climber
input,” McLaughlin said.

He said he expects the wall
to have 451 holds
and be completed in mid-March.

“The best part has been seeing it come together. Everyone

digs it so far and says that it
looks and feels great despite the
fact that it is still aeangid
he said. .
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In a 14-team fleld the ‘Jacks

2 Rs

3 for

finished 10th at the Bill Cosby
Invitational Saturday in.Reno,

Feb. 16-U.S.F. vs. HSU

Tho-

Nev., with seven points.

Manila

with

Lady ’Jacks lose

Women’s Basketball

ely.

gain
NAC

Western Oregon held off an
- HSU rally to preserve a 57-53

rage

victory in Great Northwest

Feb. 14 - vs. Seattle UniverEast Gym., 7 p.m.

Women's Basketball
Feb. 16 - vs. W. Washington

basketball action Saturday.

s on

The loss dropped HSU to 6-14 -

1ing-

overall and 4-8 in the GNAC

hing
llowthey

- heading into next week’s twogame homestand. Western Oregon improved to 13-8 and 6-6.

Park

sity

Athletic Conference women’s

ome

Community

EastGym,7p.m.
Softball
Feb. 17 - vs. Chico State (2)

Chico, noon

gton
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with intramural sports
Students can participate in league play
sy Gasniet JACKSON

ce

LUMBERJACK STAFF
ntramural sports are ex

It

tremely popular among

HSU students.

rk

With a student population
around 7,000, approximately
1,200 students participate.
Intramural sports can be an
‘ outlet for first-year students.
As hard as it is being a new-

re

:

comer to HSU, or anywhere for

ior
rwe
it. I
ake
ing
ber
wall
om’
one
t it
the

p,”

during the fall and spring se-

mesters. The four sports of-

er

:

When the list of newcomers
becomes long enough, a team is
constructed.

HSU offers a variety of sports

that matter, intramural sports
provide a way for students to
socialize with students they
may not ordinarily socialize
‘with.
“The bottom line is Arcata is
not a metropolis. There is nota
lot to do in Arcata in the nighttime,” said Clay Brown, director of intramural sports. “It’s
not like they go to school and
go home. They go to school and
go back to an apartment, or to
the residence halls. In all fair-

ness, students need something

fered are basketball, softball,

If a student really wants to

indoor and outdoor soccer, as

participate, and isn’t acquainted with anyone, the freeagent route is the way to go.
‘There is a $15 forfeit fee.
If teams are able to go
through an entire season without forfeiting any games, the
money is refunded. Other than
that, it’s free.
Students receive half a aan
for participating.
It’s a class and there is no li
ability paperwork for intramural sports. If a student gets in-

well as volleyball.
The sports are organized by
skill level: A, B and C.
“C league is reserved for
those students who have never
participated in intercollegiate
athletics.”
“B” league is a step above “C”
league. The difference between
B and C is that intercollegiate
athletes are able to participate
only if they have not played in
two years.
Current student athletes
must participate in “A” league;
however, anyone who feels worthy enough is able to participate in “A” league.
Most participants sign up as
a team already assembled.
deHowever, the intramurals
partment has a “Free-Agent

_—se

2

_ for a lot less than dorms
» Pay as little as $300 per
month including utilities
» Get free internet access &
use our computer lab

» Stay close to HSU, the.

jured participating in an intramural sport, they are able to go
to the health center on campus.
Although sign-ups began
Jan. 22 and deadline
for paper- |
work has already come and
gone, students can still sign up
for activities.
For more information call

list,” a list of people who want, the intramyrals department at

to play, but eee
to do in the evenings,” he said.
a ote
Unlike most universities, . up already.
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‘Student thanks strangers for care and help.
I was in considerable pain
and unable
to stand, but
I was
immediately surrounded by
strangers offering to help.
These wonderful, unfamiliar people comforted
me with
words and genfle touches.
While one person called for
. anambulance,
another agreed
to find the professor
I was on
my way to meet. When she was
- unable to locate that person,
she came back and offered to

Unfortunately, in my pain, I
yelled at him, but he continued
to aid me.

The ambulance arrived. After
a failed attempt to get me to
stand, several people lifted my
400 pounds onto the gurney.
The EMT in the ambulance
was professional and caring —
making me feel like a person,

heroes.

I feel very lucky
to be living

ina community
where we come
to the aid of strangers
without
thought of acknowledgment or
a

write
a note.

not just another patient.

iiideiaame Wence

It seemed to me that Officer
Jimenez
of the UPD magically

At the hospital, everyone was
kind and considerate. Luckily, I

psychology graduate

Indianola

Cutoff poses a danger

We, the staff of the Mad
River Community Hospital
Emergency Department, are
_ deeply saddened
by the events
of Jan. 23 at the Indianola/
Highway 101 intersection,
which left four people dead.
This stretch of the road is
well-known to all emergency
personnel. ~
However, we in the hospital
only see the worst, I am sure
there are multiple “fender
benders” that the insurance
companies can attest to and
even more close calls that are
not reported.
The Indianola intersection
is a dangerous situation we
are all encountering daily, yet
it is not random.

New

to the

Motor-vehicle crashes are

the leading cause of death for
children ages four to 14, and.
more than half of children
younger than 15 killed in car
crashes in 2000, were completely unrestrained.
In Humboldt
County during
the last nine years, almost as

staff of the Mad River Commu-

This situation
is man-made,

nity Hospital Emergency Department, recommend action
be taken as soon as possible.

‘and we can change
it.
Here are some suggestions
for change:
* Build an overpass.
* Put in a stoplight.
¢ Lower the speed limit.
eLengthen the merging
lanes.
* Allow right turns only — no
southbound access.
* Close the ongoing access
and only allow cars to exit 101
here.
¢ Place law enforcement
there everyday (not just aftera
crisis).
¢ Have a public awareness

campaign.
ries combined.
The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
found
the use of child safety seats has
reduced fatal injuries by 71 percent for infants and by 54 percent for toddlers in passenger
cars.
Safety experts recommend
that children, as they grow,
progress through three types of
child-safety seats before using
the seat belt alone: from rearfacing
seats for infants until age
one and 20 pounds to forwardfacing seats with a harness until 40 pounds to booster seats

This means that the more

time you take, the more heart
muscle is lost. This could certainly apply here.
Time is lives lost. Let’s pull
together
as a community and
fix this. .
L.M. Rasmussen

R.N., Mad River Community
Hospital Emergency Depart-

ment Manager

Physicians and Staff

them

safer

The 5-Step Test
1. Does the child sit all the
way back against the auto seat?
2. Do the child’s knees bend
comfortably at the edge of the
auto seat?
* 3. Does the belt cross the

shoulder
between the neck and
arm?

4. Is the lap belt as low as possible, touching
the thighs?
5. Can the child stay seated
like this for the whole trip?
If the answer to ANY of these
questions
is NO, the child needs

a booster seat to ride safely in
a car ortruck.

until the‘child passes the “5 Step

Please remember: by buckling up children, we can prevent most of these deaths and
serious injuries.

hicle crashes as from all other
types of unintentional inju-

such as a booster seat, until the
age of six or 60 pounds.

Ouse

the care of heart attack patients that “time is muscle.”

Test.”
Effective January of this year,
California law now requires

i a
chchildren.
ilila
dren to,beabo buckled
buckled into

a re

There is a medical saying in

Whatever
is decided, we, the

or

Te

community

We are not victims.

car seat rules for children keep

Feb. 10 through 16 is National Child Passenger
Safety
Week.
The Humboldt County
Childhood Injury Prevention
Coalition
would like to remind
parents
and caregivers in our
community that all children
should be in child-safety
seats,
booster seats or seat belts —
every time they ride in a car
ortruck.
—

—

scene.

did not break anything, but did
considerable soft tissue damage
to my knees.
These wonderful people assisted me in such a way that I
felt reassured
through my haze
of pain.
To all of you I would like to
say thank you, and you are my

lan i

on the HSU campus in Arcata.

appeared on the scene and was
a great source of comfort to me
with his words.
Within minutes another
emergency person was on the

id

On Feb. 4 at 11 a.m., I fell
while crossing Harpst Street

Humboldt County Child.
hood Injury Prevention
Coalitio

wf ft?
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Peace comes from within
oer

military here for the people; must want to end violence
a military

at all costs.
Yes, I do think that Bush can
have good intentions at times.
He certainly isn’t the devil.

7

The devil is holding office as

|

And
the
leastof which,
I think, is my
irrational fear

of nuclear war.

of cqurse, not be(irrational,
... but rather
cause it is unlikely

because there isn’t anything I
can.do to prevent it nor is there
any real idea of when it will
come.)
It surely doesn’t seem like we
are going to have to use nuclear
weapons to take the Holy Land
back from the infidels or anything.
In fact, the real concern
about Iraq becoming nuclearcapable is that the nation has a .
significant chance of using the
“weapons of mass destruction.”
And nobody wants that.
So I think the plan in Wash-

ington, D.C., is to prevent that

And that not only seems unown responsibility for the actions of the soldiers nor are likely but also against all natuthey responsible for the acts of ral laws.
If the land belongs to God
the people who put them in ofGod's people should be allowed
freeaccess.
And neither Bush nor

In the time that Ihave been _—‘1) The foreign policies of Is- Sharonseemtobeinterestedin
rael and the United States are ending this violence, despite
following this conflict, which
admittedly isn’t more than just plain awful, andT doubt the Bush Administration's atthateitherhasan
exit plan for this
whole thing.

ts
to salvage
temp
a relationship
with Palestine..

,
Back

Goin'

has spread alot
further.
And2)Theonly
way that people
can stop the violence is for the
oneswhocommit

s
to support
started fact
chapter in the conflict
when Sharon visited oneof the my claim ... nor
holiest sites in all of Islam as do I care about
an act of Israeli dominance _ the facts.
primary
My
over Palestine.
has alconcern
too
goon
to
t
want
But I don’
ways been for
much about him, in fear that

my words might be mistakenas

The only fact I

Thetruth isthatallsenseless need isto know

destructive
areence
actsof viol

To serve us.
To do what we want.
governfortheoes
Thesameg

:
ment.
| Americans have to want the
to end. Only then will
violence
the foreign policy end. Only
then will the military cease to
halfway
it
mass murder
comm

across the globe. Only then will

we begin to focus on the problems a domestic America faces.
And only then will we truly
have peace.
So what frustrates me most is.
how unrealistic that last paragraph is.

it to refuse to con-

peace.

anti-Semitic.

conflict

The

We Come From

NowIhaveno

Remember that this present

us.

and God's people, then all of

or power.
fice

So here are the two things
the Prime Minister of Israel.
And I guess that is part of that bother me most about this
conflict:
my problem.

years,Sharonhas
ee
or four
thr
been a problem in the peace
process time and time again.

important it is that
follow commands.
But it begins with us.
A military is here to protect :

tinue

tions.

Morgan

by _

whether or not

their

only

That

James Morgan is the online

ac-

|

editor and production manager

for The Lumberjack, who both

sounds simple.
neipteieinnsaaeaves
think about the real lives em- bodied in the military and how

dying.
are le
peop
and lay on the heads of theones
I honestly don't think that
_
whocommitthem.
So hawks — such as Sharon, _ this will end until one side-conbin Laden and Bush — do not trols the land in conflict.

.

desperately hopes for peace and
tries his hardest to do his part.

American flag gains popularity

apy

la am

there is a connection
War on terrorism, Winter Olympics in Salt Lake City and bongs in the dorms; dence
that America and its cornerstone
I spend a considerable amount
of my time trying
to make sense out
of some very obviously unrelated

to their vehicle, person or home.

nuity. Car radio antennas should have

connected.
most
thantly
My mind works differen
cares.
y
perhaps, but nobody probabl

something attached to them besides a
ridiculous piece of promotional junk
from some gas station.

terrorism (and evil), the 2002 Winter
Olympics and the unprecedented explo-

sonIknew who owned a large, oversized
c
zeal
US. flag. But it wasn't nationalisti
7-foot
by ot
the 5-fo
that led me to possess

_—Not too long ago I was the only per-

President Bush’s misguided war on

sion of bong confiscations from HSU’s
dormitories all must be connected

red, white and blue banner.

I came to own the flag through a truly

somehow.
It may take a while, but I am certain I
will figure it out soon.
One of the unforeseen consequences
. of the terrible events of 9/11 has been
to cause many U.S. citizens to question
everyone else’s patriotism.
Before the World Trade Center dust
settled and the who-did-it questions

American means. I stole it from someone who stole it from someone else because! though it looked cool.
Due to a maple-syrup fetish I prefer
Canada’s flag more, but my friend
didn’t.
The truth is, I love ambiguity.
What says “ambiguous” better than

er nore

polls indicate that a majority of Americans favor our military wreaking retaliatory havoc on the Middle East.

bedroom wall?
on people’s
1 like to watch the reaction

faces when they first see the monstrous
on my wall, or acrossmy
flag hanging
ceiling, depending on when you knew

me.
A war is a nifty way of re-establishNow, because of the new flag craze, I
ing the pecking order of who is “mast
am “normal” again.
American.”
Relatively speaking, of course. _
But a less obvious and more subtle
Which brings me back around to my
war is being fought across American .
are under way
soil. While Bush and Cheney (from his -point that the Olympics
super top-secret vice-presepee

Apparently we have our country’s collective honor, pride and security to reassert.
“Axis-of-evil” countries such as Iran

time.

= But there seems tobe more incentive

tomom and dad’s house, but who cares?
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Our country will not be affected by the
activity of a few religiously determined
and scorned, terrorist individuals.
Why hide your bong? Why disguise
illegal activity? Why be subtle?
Sure, someone will see your glass or
plastic weed-smoking utensil left in
plain view while you travel back home

You can always buy
a new one.
They only cost about
$40 to $150, or more.
There are a lot of
glass blowers and
marijuana-smoking
paraphernalia retailers in the area who are
laughing last. That IS
American, my friend.
Lastly, support our
great country and go

It's Reining
7
e

e

6

dead horse, except of course

caadow NCleROe

me and the U.S. military.
Like I said, I am strug-

By Nathan Rushton

gling to make sense of obviously unrelated things. And
that is why it troubles me so much to
see so many bongs being confiscated
from the dorms on campus.
What is going on?
The answer seems clear.
The new crop of freshman, or whoever is living in the dorms these days,

isis’
City and there séems to be‘ ‘ “Choin
Lake Nae:
in Salt mit
as
eo
‘91°

de I”
Toh

of capitalism will continue on for a long

tocrush the Middle Eastern
snowboarders this time
around.
Economic #sanctions,
swarms of special operations forces, 1,000-pound
bombs and laser-guided
missiles apparently weren't
enough to send the message
that America doesn’t appreciate terrorism in our
homeland.
Nobody likes to beat a

an American flag the size of an entire

were answered, the country dove

few gold medals.

and Iraq don’t usually field very competitive winter sports athletes— for obvious reasons.
If there were decert gamesevery four
years, things would be a lot different.

Thank God for good ol’ Yankee inge-

things which, in
my mind, seem

headfirst into a military frenzy.
Infallibly accurate public opinion

more at stake for America than just a

bunker) systematically dismantle the
world’s ‘evil’ empires. elsewhere, the
vast majority of this country is waging
a technological battle to see who can
attach the largest — or the most — flags

ecto

the most: Op
pro

to Heexyt
beet

Ce

Bik
ech

al

buy a big American
flag. And if you live in
the dorms, when you

exhale that last cloud
_of intoxicating illegal
—— drawn fresh from
day
smoke for the

the depths of an expensive bubbling water pipe, filtered through your fragile,
delicate lungs — smile and feel good.

Nathan Rushton is the science editor
and refuses to discuss Valentine's Day or
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real, quality relationship with a man who

ee re
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dag
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remember having a

actually did anything
romantic on Feb. 14.

My father proposed
to my mother on that day, and sends her
one red carnation representing each

year that has passed since.
I think he will be up to 37 tomorrow.

a aey SPU

But the only boys in my life who have

For instance, try leaving a note on the

mirror in lipstick. You don’t have any? Get some cheap red stuff at the dollar
store. It’s a pain to clean off, but well
worth the surprise.
Your gal loves coffee? If you live with
her, be sure to bring her a cup in bed. It
means getting up a few minutes earlier
than she, but the smile on her face that

replaces the sleepy one will pay off.
If you don’t live with her, leave a love

note in the coffee container for her to
find in the morning. Just that you
thought of her will make her smile.
This gesture also works with tea.

on
“romantic”
something
done
senever
were
Valentine’s are ones who
If you
rious contenders. They did not want a
relationship, just a trophy.
True romance lies in little
featetsadt)
things.

hot tubs tomorrow night when

every other couple will be out
‘doing the exact same thing?
My favorite Valentine’s

memory is when my then boy-

PEO Moco
a

ST

_.

friend and I made a beautiful
pasta dinner, candles and a nice glass

-

want to get a little more crazy,

find a blank notepad at your
loved one’s work and leave a
little note on each page.

It can be simple things such

as, “I’m thinking of you,” or
“You're my favorite.”
Although I don’t want to discourage any grandiose celebrations of Valentine’s Day, I
want to encourage thought
and planning into each day.

scale restaurant or out to the

~

r

the day may not be romantic,
incredibly.

What is the point of going
to a “special dinner” at'an up-

a

The
ek.o¢rg

of wine followed by acute — or scary —

It is unreasonable to expect
people to have the Christmas spirit every day.

movie at home.
No hefty restaurant or bar bills, no

Is it unreasonable, also, to ask for a
little more consistent romance?

tips, no drunks, no people.
think of it.
tome
No flowers, co
Flowers and special dinner reserva-

morrow and this weekend. Be with the

tions are more romantic when they are

unexpected.
:
There are all sorts of things one can

do to let someone know they are loved

all year long.
Although each act of love throughout

Oa
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Valentine’s Day is
here again.
You know, I don’t

I’ve lost count.
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My brother and Thiel:

a

o

she

That rire we

ways had this connection;
we even have a language
that we speak to each
+ other. My parents can’t

up until 4 a.m. talking,
and after that:we —

buddies.
We still fought occa:

understand it.

_

So when

sionally, like brothers
and sisters.do, but now

I was 4 my

brother was born and I

we were friends.

loved it. He was so cute

When I left for college
it was hard for my
brother. He missed me a

my
and, I loved helping

mom take care of him.
I even changed his dia-

persnow'andther.

lot. When I came home

=

and — for breaks, all he wanted to do was
Well Trench a coreaie(ligetii0,and
it was
ft was no longer cool to have my ~ hang out with me. Sometimes

brother hanging out. We fought a lot. cool — but I was 18 — all I wanted to
But even : eae that time, I - do was hang out with my friends,

hin

It is not a job for one gender or the
other. It is a group effort. Have fun toone you love. Just remember that romance is often more effective when not
on Feb. 14.
Emi Austin is the editor in chief and
wishes for more romance in her everyday
life.
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SARA COUNTS ON HIGH SPEED INTERNETTO
STAY IN TOUCH, INFORMED ANO ENTERTAINED,

THAT'S WHY SARA COUNTS ON US.
A OR

HELFING HER

WHETHER SHE'S EMAILING AUNT BARBAR

DAUGHTER RESEARCH A SCHOOL PROVECT, WE KNOW HER

“INTERNET CONNECTION 1S IMPORTANT. THAT'S WHY THE
a

PEOPLE OF COX COMMUNICATIONS ARE PROVIDING A.

NEWLY-BUILT

DELIVER

HIGH

Cox.

SPEED

ee MMe
paint

and save 50% on Installation and 50% on your
' Call today
first month of Cox High Speed Internet Service!

or call 443-3127 .
Order online at www.cox.com

Oller expires 9/1/02. Service not avaliable in al arens. Limited to resident

et
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COMMUNICATIONS
subscribers. Cable modem rertal required.

Palas exctade eaviomnon! ines sect applicable nas and are subject 10 change. Actual spesde wil vary, “Emuall access
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INTERNET SERVICE. IT’S ALSO WHY WE'RE OFFERING NEW
FEATURES LIKE ANYTIME, ANYWHERE EMAIL ACCESS* AND
ENHANCED LOCAL INFORMATION. WHICH ARE JUST A FEW
- REASONS WHY YOU CAN COUNT ON US, TOO.
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